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FOOT INDUSTRY 2017 S/S Fly 4.5 " LIZARD " series of shoes was born, " LIZARD; " (lizard) created from " A lizard will regenerate
its tail if it's cut off. " (the lizard tail was cut off, it will regenerate a tail.) It is beautiful and mysterious, and the broken tail represents the
indomitable vitality and the spirit of perseverance. 

" LIZARD " a series of 5 color matching, four solid color concept, based on environmental protection appeal. As you know, lizards are
reptiles, and their history can be traced back to two hundred million years ago. Because of the global warming in recent years, many
species of precious lizards are facing the danger of extinction. (Note: studies show that the increase in temperature causes a
dramatic increase in the male proportion of lizards and may eventually become extinct because of the lack of females As a result,
four solid colors are inspired by endangered or endangered species of lizards. 

Komaini (Dragon 
Komen) 

Cyclura Nubila (C. nubila) 

Hemidactylus Frenatus (warts, lizards, tigers) 

Blue Iguana (blue iguana) 



Camouflage (lizard Camo) 

traditional hand woven and frosted Leather Cross combination, large stretch LYCRA as inner boots, easy to wear and tear off. The
simplification of the buckle makes it easy to adjust and adds new braided lines that mimic the tail of a lizard. The above is made with
the continuous use of ", BOGIE, " and outsole. FOOT INDUSTRY was officially released on June 18th. Four solid colors >

is similar to 5Lab3, and another innovative pair of shoes, Jordan and 4LAB1, also combines classic elements in the design, such as
the high cylinder outline of Air Jordan 1 and the mesh of Air Jordan IV signs Brand. After the previous preview, we had a full view of
the details of our HYPEBEAST. This pair of Black/Reflective Silver colors is made of a low profile black gray color. The upper is
made up of a wide mesh, the inner layer is made of reflective material, and then comes with a white midsole and an ice blue outsole.
The shoes will be officially landed in December 19th Nike online shop. 
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guest shoes /Sneaker two life / about customer footwear culture Vol1. foreign articles 

you don't know the most photographed place on /2014 instagram 

- - - - - - - - - - to the tide recommended - - - - - - - - - - 

you can see the price effective windbreaker! 

is easy to take! 

atmos x Ewing Athletics 33 Hi joint color Jordan Melo M11 official release 

comments on 
last article: atmos x Ewing Athletics 33 Hi joint color next article: Jordan Melo M11 official release 

after the "color /True Colors great in strength and impetus" series, Nike Air Footscape Freemotion to be held later this year with a
series of new strong attack, but this is no longer applies the World Cup theme, NBA war xiewang readers to take a look.
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